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Abstract

Agricultural development is seen as a necessary precondition for economic growth in most developing countries. There exists a large body of theoretical and empirical literature on the agricultural sector’s contribution promoting growth and reducing poverty. Since many rural households in Sri Lanka depend directly or indirectly on agriculture, and given that the agricultural sector makes a considerable contribution to the overall economy, one might expect agriculture to be a key component of growth and development in Sri Lanka. Even though public policy towards the agricultural sector has not been consistent in Sri Lanka, it has attracted governments’ attention and resources with the focus of development of the country and poverty alleviation.

The purpose of this thesis is to quantitatively assess the effects of some key policies in the agricultural sector of Sri Lanka. In doing so, it employs a CGE model of the economy with a tops-down regional extension. The study adopted the most recent Input-Output table for Sri Lanka, namely, the 2000 table, as the main data source for the model. This study then examines the likely impacts of domestic agricultural policies on the economy at national level, its key industries and its main regions on a wide range of goals such as growth, employment, output and income levels. The policy interventions investigated include productivity improvement in agriculture, a complete liberalisation of prevailing agricultural tariffs and land expansion in agriculture.

The results reveal that each policy considered in the study contributes positively to the GDP growth. The productivity improvement is likely to cause a negative impact on aggregate employment, while other two policies expand aggregate employment. Implications at industry level show that all three simulations stimulate not only the agricultural output but also industry and services outputs. Particularly, agricultural productivity improvement and land expansion seem to promote agricultural and food processing industries, and foster the growth of predominant agricultural regions of the country. At the industry level, a striking finding is that those two policies reduce the demand for agriculture-related labour in the short-run indicating negative income effects on agricultural households. Furthermore, the results suggest a slowdown in export-related manufacturing industries in the long-run as a result of
liberalisation of prevailing agricultural tariffs and land expansion. Finally, the study recommends several appropriate policy responses based on these major findings.
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